Preliminaries
Let us oonsider an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M n of class C°°. Let there exist in M_ a vector valued linear function P such that (1.1) P 2 X = a 2 X, for an arbitrary vector field X in M n , where a is an; oomplex number, not equal to zero. Then 7 gives to K 0 a OP-straoture and the manifold is called as GP-structare manifold [l] .
Let this structure be endowed with a Hermit!an metric G such that
for arbitrary vector fields X, Y in ll n . Then M n is called an H-structure manifold [l] . In an H-structure manifold M*, we have (1.3) G(PX,T) -6(X,FT).
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Let be an (n-1)-dimensional differsntiabla manifold of class C°° . If there exist in M n " 1 a tensor field f of the type (1,1) a vector field T, a 1-form A and the Riemannian matrio g
A(X) = g(T,X), and
let as call such a structure a generalised almost contaot netrie structure. Thas K*~1 Is called a generalised almost contaot aetric structure manifold.
[3]. In a generalised almost contaot metric structure manifold, we have
Mypcrsurfacsa immersed in a ttf-etructmr« manifold
In this section, we shall assume that M n is an n-dim, H-str net tare manifold. Then we have equations (1.1) and (1.2). Vow, let the hypersurface M n~1 be embedded into M n by the isometric immersion b : Jacobian map. If g then [2] (2.1)
,n-1 M. Let B be the corresponding is the induced metric tensor in
,n-1 where X, T denote arbitrary vector fields on X notes the unit vector normal to M n~1 respectively.
,n-1 and * deOperating 7 to BX and to the unit normal vector * of M respectively, we obtain vector fields 7BX and TV. Let us write the transformation as fellows Proof. Operating T to both sides of (2.2) and using (1.1), (2.2) and (2. 
Operating both sides of (2.9)(i) hjr f, ve have by virtue of (2.9)(iii),
Prom (2.9)(i), we get A(X)T = f 2 I -a 2 X. Substituting this value into (2.10), we get 
Conversely, when there exists a generalised almost contact metrie structure in M n " 1 then it is easily shown that
If we define a tensor field <t > by <t > -a 2 I -2A ® T, it is easily verified that (<t>,g) becomes a QF-structure manifold. n 1 Theorem 2.
3. An invariant hypersurface M immersed in a GF-structure manifold, admits a GF-structure except when the GF structure tensor on is trivial. Proof.
Assuming that the hypersurface M n~1 of M 0 is invariant. In this case, sinbe A is identically sero from (2.9)(v), we have X 2 = a 2 and therefore (2.9) beeoues f 2 X = a 2 X, f(fl,fl) --a 2 g(X,i).
